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There are two ways to do great mathematics.
The first is to be smarter than everybody else.
The second way is to be stupider than everybody else,
but persistent.
—Raoul Bott
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Word Problems
from Literature

1

Word Problems
as Mental Manipulatives

Archimedes tried to find the value of pi and almost discovered
calculus. Pierre de Fermat calculated the result of a gambling game
and laid the foundations of probability. Leonhard Euler went for an
afternoon walk over the bridges of Königsberg and invented topology. Georg Cantor created a way to count infinity and opened up a
whole new world of modern math. Through the centuries, mathematics has grown as mathematicians struggled with and solved challenging problems.
If we want our children to learn real math, we need to offer them
plenty of problems to solve. A child may work through several pages
of number calculations by rote, following memorized steps, but a good
problem demands more attention. A story problem puts flesh on the
abstract bones of arithmetic. Word problems encourage children to
ponder what it means for one thing to be bigger than another, or
smaller, or faster, or slower, or made up of several parts.
Word problems, like other puzzles, are often artificial, but that
needn’t diminish our pleasure in solving them. In working a puzzle,
we expect to find difficulties and setbacks. That’s part of the game.
Similarly, when students approach word problems as puzzles, they
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become less concerned with rushing to an answer and more interested
in figuring out the relationships within the story.
Our children will meet numbers in many guises throughout their
lives. Few of these will be as straight forward as a textbook word problem. But real-life problems and school math stories will always have
certain things in common. Quantities will be related to each other in a
given proportion. Situations will be complex, and solutions will require
many steps.
Story problems give students a chance to grapple with these complexities in a controlled environment, where we can increase the difficulty in stages over several years.

The Purpose of Word Problems
Word problems feed a student’s imagination. In that way, they
strengthen mathematical understanding, according to retired professor Andre Toom. Originally from Russia, Toom taught math in several countries around the world, including seven years at American
universities.
Here’s how he explains the purpose of story problems:
Word problems are very valuable in teaching mathematics—
not only to master mathematics, but also for general
development.
Especially valuable are word problems solved with minimal
scholarship, without algebra, even sometimes without arithmetic, just by plain common sense. The more naive and ingenuous is the solution, the more it provides the child contact with
abstract reality and independence from authority, the more
independent and creative thinker the child becomes.
When we teach children to solve problems in school, we
do not expect them to meet exactly and literally the same
problems in later life. Mathematical education would be next
to useless if its only use were literal. We want much more,
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we want to teach children to solve problems in general. In
this respect traditional word problems are especially valuable,
because to solve a word problem, you have to understand what
is said there.
This function of word problems is very poorly understood
in America. The main educative value of word problems is that
they serve as mental manipulatives, paving children’s road to
abstract thinking.
For example, coins, nuts, and buttons are clearly distinct
and countable, and for this reason are convenient to represent
relations between whole numbers. The youngest children need
some real, tangible tokens, while older ones can imagine them,
which is a further step of intellectual development. That is why
coin problems are so appropriate in elementary school.
Pumps and other mechanical appliances are easy to imagine working at a constant rate. Problems involving rate and
speed should be (and in Russia are) common already in middle
school. Trains, cars, and ships are so widely used in textbooks
not because all students are expected to go into the transportation business, but for another, much more sound reason: These
objects are easy to imagine moving at constant speeds.
There is an important similarity between children’s play and
mathematics: In both cases, creative imagination is essential.
—Andre Toom

The Trouble with Word Problems
How can I teach my students to reason their way through math problems? I must help my students develop the ability to translate realworld situations into mathematical language.
Most young children solve story problems by the flash-of-insight
method: When they read the problem, they know by instinct how to
solve it. This is fine for simple problems such as “There are seven chilWord Problems as Mental Manipulatives ♦ 5

dren. Two of them are girls. How many boys are there?”
As problems grow more difficult, however, that flash of insight
becomes less reliable, so we find our children fidgeting with their
paper or staring out the window. They complain, “I don’t know what to
do. It’s too hard.” Our children need a tool that will help them when
insight fails.
In solving a word problem, students have to work their way through
several steps. They must:
♦Read
♦
the problem and understand what it’s asking.
♦Translate
♦
the problem into a mathematical calculation or
algebraic equation.
♦Do
♦ the calculation or solve the equation.
♦Make
♦
sense of the answer, explaining how it relates to the
original problem.
The first two steps give students the most trouble. They could calculate just fine, if they could decide which calculation to do. But they
don’t know how to translate the problem from English into Math-ese.
One common classroom approach emphasizes key or signal words.
For instance, we can tell our children that a problem asking “How
many more?” will probably require subtraction. The question asks for
the difference between two quantities, and difference is the answer
when you subtract. But this technique only works for the simplest
word problems.
Too often, key words mislead a careless reader.
For example, consider this question: “What must we add to 2 to get
7 as the sum?” The words add and sum are designed to lead an unwary
child into the trap of answering 2 + 7 = 9.
Or this one: “There are 21 girls in a class. There are 3 times as many
girls as boys. How many boys are in the class?” Would the word times
trick your child into multiplying?
I teach a few key words to my students. My favorite is the transla-
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tion “of = multiply” when dealing with fraction and percent problems.
But I want my kids to read a math problem and to analyze what is
happening, no matter what words are used to describe the situation.
For this, they need a more powerful tool.

Your Child’s Problem-Solving Toolbox
Because all people begin their math career by solving problems intuitively, children expect to look at a math problem and instantly see
the answer. As they grow, the problems also grow in difficulty, so this
solution-by-intuitive-leap becomes impossible. Too often a frustrated
child concludes, “I’m just not good at math.”
But the truth is that nobody is good at math, if you define “good at
math” to mean they can see the answer instantly. A more useful definition would be someone who has problem-solving tools and knows
how to use them. And that is something everyone can learn.
When children are faced with a math problem, they need to combine the given facts in some way to reach the required answer. But
rarely can they do it in a single leap. So encourage them to take one
little step at a time. Even if they can’t solve the problem, can they think
of a way to get closer to the goal?
Here are several problem-solving tools that may help:
♦Draw
♦
a diagram or picture.
♦Act
♦
the problem out, step by step.
♦Make
♦
a systematic list, chart, or table.
♦Look
♦
for a pattern.
♦Simplify
♦
the problem. Try it with smaller numbers.
♦Restate
♦
the problem in another way, or look for a related
problem. What have they seen before that is like this
problem?
♦Think
♦
about “before” and “after” situations.
Word Problems as Mental Manipulatives ♦ 7

♦Work
♦
backwards.
♦Guess
♦
and check. Try something to see if it works.

Bar Model Diagrams as Pictorial Manipulatives
One of my favorite tools for translating word problems into math is
a bar model diagram. Bar models are a pictorial form of algebra in
which we represent quantities (both known and unknown) as blocklike rectangles. The child imagines moving these blocks around or cutting them into smaller pieces to find a useful relationship between the
known and unknown quantities. In this way, the abstract mystery of
the word problem becomes a shape puzzle: How can we fit these blocks
together? For children who have played with Legos or Cuisenaire rods,
this pictorial approach can reveal the underlying structure of a word
problem, which helps them relate the problem to similar ones already
solved.
It’s a trick well worth learning, no matter what math program you
use.
All bar model diagrams (also called Singapore math models or measuring tape diagrams) descend from one basic principle: The whole is
the sum of its parts. If you know the value of both parts, you can add
them to get the whole. If you know the whole total and one part, you
can subtract what you know to find the other part.

Whole
Part A

Part B

The most basic bar diagram: Two parts make a whole.

Recall the problem designed to stump a child using key words:
“What must we add to 2 to get 7 as the sum?” We can draw a rectangular bar to represent the total amount. Then we divide it into two
parts, representing the number we know and the unknown part. Now
8 ♦ Word Problems from Literature

7
2

?

Seven is the sum, the whole thing. What must be the missing part?

it’s easy to see the answer.
As the number relationships in math problems become more complex, the bar may be split into more than two parts. Also, the parts may
relate to each other in ways that require a more elaborate diagram.
Multiplication, division, or fraction problems will involve several parts
that are the same size, called units. But even with a complicated story,
the solution begins by drawing a simple bar to represent one whole
thing.
For instance: “There are 21 girls in a class. There are 3 times as
many girls as boys. How many boys are in the class?” To show three
times as many girls as boys, we can start with a bar for the number of
boys. That will be one unit, and then we need three units to show the
number of girls.

Boys

?

Girls
21

The bar model helps children see that they need to
divide, not multiply, to find the number of boys.

Teaching Tips
I think the best way to learn to solve story problems is by not solving
the problems. Look at problems and show how to think about them,
without being distracted by calculations. Work on learning to apply
common sense.
Word Problems as Mental Manipulatives ♦ 9

When I teach my students to draw bar diagrams, I do it apart from
their daily homework. My students may work their daily homework by
whatever method they choose—including doing it in their heads and
just writing an answer—as long as they can explain the logic of their
solution. But in our story problem journal, they have to draw the bars.
As compensation for the extra pencil work of drawing, we don’t calculate the answer. Once they show me how to set up the bars and tell
me the steps for solving it, they are done with that problem. They think
they are getting off easy, because they skipped the actual multiplication
or subtraction or whatever. But I want them to focus on reasoning
through to a solution. I want them to learn how the bar diagram tool
works before they get to the tough problems where they need it.
When introducing the diagrams, begin by drawing long rectangles—imagine Lego blocks or Cuisenaire rods. Help your students
recognize what the bar means by saying, “Let’s imagine the books/
fish/snowballs set out in a row …” We write labels beside each bar, to
identify its meaning in the story. We may write numbers inside a block
and use brackets to group the bars together or to indicate a specific
section of a bar. If your student has trouble figuring out where the
numbers go in the diagram, you might ask, “Which is the big amount,
the whole thing? What are the parts?”
Your student must learn two simple but important rules:
The Whole Is the Sum of Its Parts
Bar diagrams rely on the inverse relationship between addition
and subtraction: The whole is the sum of its parts. No matter
how complicated the word problem, the solution begins by
identifying a whole thing made up of parts.
Simplify to a Single Unknown
You cannot solve for two unknown numbers at once. You must
use the facts given in your problem and manipulate the blocks
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in your drawing until you can connect one unknown unit (or a
group of same-size units) to a number. Once you find that single unknown unit, the other quantities will fall into place.
Practice bar models with your child until drawing a diagram
becomes almost automatic. Start with simple story problems that are
easy enough to solve with a flash of insight. Discuss how you can show
the relationships between quantities, translating the English of the
stories into a bar model picture. Then work up to more challenging
problems.
The following chapters provide a range of story puzzles from earlyelementary problems to middle-school stumpers. Let’s get started …

Word Problems as Mental Manipulatives ♦ 11

Lay the
Foundation:
One-Step Problems
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Word Problems from
Mr. Popper’s Penguins

Let’s watch the bar model problem-solving tool in action with a
series of early-elementary word problems based on Singapore Primary
Mathematics 2A. For your reading pleasure, I’ve translated the problems into the world of a family-favorite read-aloud book, Mr. Popper’s
Penguins by Richard and Florence Atwater.
Try your hand at the problems before reading my solutions.
The Voice in the Air
During the winter, Mr. Popper read 34 books about Antarctica. Then
he read 5 books about penguins. How many books did Mr. Popper
read in all?
Greta
When Mr. Popper opened the windows and let snow come into the
living room, his children made snowballs. Janie made 18 snowballs.
Bill made 14 more than Janie did. How many snowballs did Bill make?
How many snowballs did the children make altogether?

15

More Mouths to Feed
Mr. Popper had 78 fish. The penguins ate 40 of them. How many fish
did Mr. Popper have left?
Mr. Greenbaum
The family dressed in their best clothes for their meeting with
Mr. Greenbaum. Mrs. Popper had a ribbon 90 centimeters long. She
had 35 cm left after making a bow for Janie. How much ribbon did
Mrs. Popper use to make the bow?
On the Road
Popper’s Performing Penguins did theater shows for 2 weeks. They
performed 4 shows every week. How many shows did the penguins
perform?
Fame
While they were staying at the hotel, Mr. Popper put a leash on
Captain Cook and took him for a walk. They climbed up 3 flights of
stairs. There were 10 steps in each flight. Then Captain Cook flopped
onto his stomach and slid down all the stairs. He pulled Mr. Popper
with him all the way. How many steps did Mr. Popper fall down?

Bar Models and Answers
The Voice in the Air
During the winter, Mr. Popper read 34 books about Antarctica.
Then he read 5 books about penguins. How many books did
Mr. Popper read in all?
One of the best ways to approach a word problem is to ignore
the numbers. Encourage your child to think about what is happen16 ♦ Word Problems from Literature

ing and describe the story in general words, without using numbers:
“Mr. Popper read some books. He read a lot of books about Antarctica.
And he read some books about penguins, too.”
Whenever you or your child feel confused about a word problem,
come back to this basic starting point. Tell the story without numbers,
so you can focus on the relationships. After you make sense of what is
happening, then you can put the numbers back in.
We can imagine the books standing together on a library shelf,
sorted by topic. We draw one long bar to represent all the books. Then
we split it into two parts: books about Antarctica, and books about
penguins.

Books
Notice that the diagram is not to scale. That’s the algebraic power
of the bar model: The bars are variables, and we needn’t worry about
getting a perfect proportion. As long as we fit our model to the story
relationships, the numbers will work themselves out.
The story asks us to find the total number of books, so we show this
with a bracket either above or below the bar. We put a question mark
for our goal.

Books
?
Now we’ve drawn out the basic relationship in our word problem,
so we’re ready to add in the numbers. Each number goes inside the bar
that represents that amount.
The whole is the sum of its parts, so we will need to add the two
parts to find our answer.
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Books

34

5
?

34 + 5 = 39
Mr. Popper read thirty-nine books.
Greta
When Mr. Popper opened the windows and let snow come into the
living room, his children made snowballs. Janie made 18 snowballs.
Bill made 14 more than Janie did. How many snowballs did Bill
make? How many snowballs did the children make altogether?
In this story, we introduce a more complex form of bar diagram:
the comparison. Many word problems involve comparing two related
quantities. To model a comparison, we will draw a bar for each thing
we’re comparing. The left edges of the bars line up, making it easy to
see which is larger or smaller.
Here our bars will represent the number of snowballs each child
made. Bill made more snowballs than Janie, so his bar needs to be
longer.

Janie
Bill
The question has two parts. We need to figure out how many snowballs Bill made, and the total of all the snowballs together. Add brackets and question marks to show the quantities we need to find.
That gives us the basic situation of our word problem. Now we are
ready to fill in the number clues. It’s easy to write 18 in the bar for
18 ♦ Word Problems from Literature

Janie

?

Bill
?

Janie’s snowballs, but how can we show that Bill made fourteen more
than Janie?
When two blocks are the same length, we often draw dotted lines
to connect their endpoints. We mark off a section of Bill’s bar to make
a block equal to Janie’s, then write 14 into the extra chunk.

Janie

18

Bill

14

?

?
The whole is the sum of its parts, so we need to add the two chunks
to find out Bill’s number.
18 + 14 = 32
Bill made thirty-two snowballs. And now we can add his amount
to Janie’s to find the total altogether.
18 + 32 = 50
The children made fifty snowballs altogether.
More Mouths to Feed
Mr. Popper had 78 fish. The penguins ate 40 of them. How many
fish did Mr. Popper have left?
Word Problems from Mr. Popper’s Penguins ♦ 19

As a math textbook moves into working with larger numbers, it
often returns to problems with a simpler structure. Here we have a
single quantity (the fish) sorted into two parts: those fish eaten, and
these fish left.

Fish
Now to add the details—the clues from our word problem. We
have two numbers. One tells the whole amount, so we’ll show that
with a bracket. The other number is one part, and our goal is to find
the missing part.

Fish

?

40
78

Adults typically consider this a subtraction problem. But many
children prefer to think in terms of addition: “How much do I add to
go from forty up to seventy-eight?”
40 + 38 = 78
78 − 40 = 38
Whichever way we think it through, there were thirty-eight fish
left.
Mr. Greenbaum
The family dressed in their best clothes for their meeting with Mr.
Greenbaum. Mrs. Popper had a ribbon 90 centimeters long. She
had 35 cm left after making a bow for Janie. How much ribbon did
Mrs. Popper use to make the bow?
Students who try to reason directly from the story to the calculation may get confused by the structure of this word problem. The
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number thirty-five seems to be the answer after a subtraction, but how
can we subtract a number we don’t know?
The bar diagram shows the connection between this problem and
the previous one. We have a single bar (the ribbon) made of two parts:
the bow and the extra.

Ribbon

?

35
90

Once again, the student may calculate the answer by counting up
or by using subtraction.
35 + 55 = 90
90 − 35 = 55
Either way, it took fifty-five centimeters of ribbon to make the bow.
On the Road
Popper’s Performing Penguins did theater shows for 2 weeks. They
performed 4 shows every week. How many shows did the penguins
perform?
This problem introduces a new type of number: a this-per-that
quantity, also known as a rate. The penguins performed four shows
per week.
In most problems, a this-per-that relationship will require multiplication or division. How can the student know whether to multiply
or divide? Good question! In simple problems, it should be easy to see
which calculation to use. We will come back to this topic at a deeper
level in later chapters.
We can draw a single bar, representing the number of penguin performances. Divide the bar in half to represent two weeks.
Word Problems from Mr. Popper’s Penguins ♦ 21

4

Shows

4
?

In a bar diagram, two or more parts the same size are called units.
Here each unit is one week’s worth of theater shows.
Most students will not even notice the multiplication. They will
simply add the units.
4+4=8
2×4=8
The penguins performed eight shows in all.
Fame
While they were staying at the hotel, Mr. Popper put a leash on
Captain Cook and took him for a walk. They climbed up 3 flights of
stairs. There were 10 steps in each flight. Then Captain Cook flopped
onto his stomach and slid down all the stairs. He pulled Mr. Popper
with him all the way. How many steps did Mr. Popper fall down?
Here we have another this-per-that quantity: ten steps per flight of
stairs. Each flight of stairs is one unit. When there are same-size units
in a diagram, we don’t have to repeat the number. Just write it on the
first unit.

Steps

10
?
Unit = 10
3 units = 3 × 10 = 30

Mr. Popper fell down thirty steps in all.
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Build
Modeling Skills:
Multistep Problems
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Word Problems
with Ben Franklin

As our children move into middle-elementary math, the numbers
get bigger, and the problems get more complex. Many word problems
will take more than one step to solve.
Let’s look at a series of problems based on Singapore Primary
Mathematics 3A. For your reading pleasure, I’ve translated the problems into the colonial world of Ben Franklin, from Poor Richard by
James Daugherty.
Try your hand at the problems before reading my solutions.
Milk Street—Boston, 1706
Ben helped his father make 650 tallow candles. After selling some,
they had 39 candles left. How many candles did they sell?
Printer’s Ink—1718
Ben sold 830 newspapers. His brother James sold 177 fewer newspapers
than Ben.
(a) How many newspapers did James sell?
(b) How many newspapers did they sell altogether?
25

The Water American—London, 1724
Ben loved to visit the London book shops. In one small shop, there
were 6 shelves of books. Each shelf held the same number of books.
There were 30 books altogether. How many books were on each shelf ?
A Shop of Your Own—Philadelphia, 1726
Ben and his friends made a club called “The Junto” to read books
and discuss ideas. Ben read 7 science books. He read 5 times as many
history books as science books. How many more history books than
science books did he read?
Industry and Frugality—1732
Ben collected donations for many worthy organizations. He had
2,467 pounds in a bank account to start a new hospital. A friend gave
him another 133 pounds. How much more money must Ben collect if
he needs 3,000 pounds for the hospital?
An American in Paris—1776–1785
While in France to negotiate a treaty, Ben went to a fancy party.
There were 1,930 women at the party. There were 859 fewer men than
women. How many people were at the party altogether?

Bar Models and Answers
Milk Street—Boston, 1706
Ben helped his father make 650 tallow candles. After selling some,
they had 39 candles left. How many candles did they sell?
Here is another of those confusing “subtract an unknown number”
problems, like the ribbon in the last chapter. We need a single bar
divided into two parts.
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650
?

Candles

39

With the diagram, we can see clearly which calculation we need.
650 – 39 = 611
Ben and his father sold 611 candles.
Printer’s Ink—1718
Ben sold 830 newspapers. His brother James sold 177 fewer
newspapers than Ben.
(a) How many newspapers did James sell?
(b) How many newspapers did they sell altogether?
In early two-step problems, the textbook asks explicitly for each
step. Later, students will have to figure out which intermediate steps
they need to find the answer. For this problem, the main danger is that
your child will insert a mental period after “James sold 177” and not
notice the word “fewer.”
Whenever your child feels confused about a word problem, try
covering up the numbers with removable sticky notes. Talk about the
story without numbers, so you can focus on the relationships between
quantities. After your child makes sense of what is happening, then
you can put the numbers back in.
This is a comparison problem. We need a long bar for the newspapers Ben sold and a shorter bar for the papers sold by James. To show
that we are looking for the total, we put a bracket to the right of our
drawing, encompassing both bars.

Ben
James

?

?
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Now it’s time to put in the number clues. And here’s something
new: 177 is not the size of either bar, but the difference between them.
Oh, wait, we have seen that before—remember the snowballs? We
mark off a section of Ben’s bar to make a block equal to James’s, then
write 177 into the extra chunk.

830
Ben
James

177
?

?

The bar model leads us through the calculations:
830 – 177 = 653
830 + 653 = 1483
James sold 653 newspapers, and the brothers sold 1,483 altogether.
The Water American—London, 1724
Ben loved to visit the London book shops. In one small shop, there
were 6 shelves of books. Each shelf held the same number of books.
There were 30 books altogether. How many books were on each
shelf ?
The words each, every, and average signal a this-per-that (or rate)
problem. This-per-that problems require multiplication or division.
Since this problem starts with the total number of books and shares
them evenly among the shelves, we will need division.
Multiplication and division are inverse operations. Just as the basic
“part + part = whole” diagram showed the inverse relationship between
addition and subtraction, so now students will use the “(number of
units) × (size of units) = total” diagram to represent both multiplication and division problems.
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